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Second Sunday of Easter  Second Sunday of Easter  --    Divine Mercy SundayDivine Mercy Sunday  

11th April 2021 11th April 2021 -  Liturgical Year BLiturgical Year B  
Next Sunday is the Third Sunday of EasterNext Sunday is the Third Sunday of Easter  

  

This week:This week:  

  

  Today:Today:    Mass at 9.30 a.m., and 11.00 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m., and 11.00 a.m.  

        Divine Mercy Devotions & Benediction at 4.00 p.m.Divine Mercy Devotions & Benediction at 4.00 p.m.  

  Monday:Monday:    Mass at 9.30 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

  TuesdayTuesday    Mass at 9.30 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

        Funeral Mass for Effie McVicar in Our Lady of Sorrows at 11.00 a.m.Funeral Mass for Effie McVicar in Our Lady of Sorrows at 11.00 a.m.  

  WednesdayWednesday  Mass at 9.30 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

        Funeral Service for baby Kai Bannon at 10.30 a.m.Funeral Service for baby Kai Bannon at 10.30 a.m.  

  Thursday; Thursday;   Mass at 9.30 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

  Friday:Friday:    Mass at 9.30 a.m.Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

  Saturday:     Mass at 9.30 a.m.Saturday:     Mass at 9.30 a.m.  

        Vigil Mass at 6.00 p.m.       Vigil Mass at 6.00 p.m.         

  Next Sunday:Next Sunday:  Masses at 9.30 a.m., and 11.00 a.m.Masses at 9.30 a.m., and 11.00 a.m.  

        Evening Prayer & Benediction at 4.00 p.m.Evening Prayer & Benediction at 4.00 p.m.    

  
 

http://www.facebook.com/stpeterandstpauluk


Of your charity, please pray for: 
Our recently deceased: Effie McVicar, Alex Kiddie, Rosie Masterson & Baby Kai Bannon 

and for all whose anniversaries occur at this time: James Devlin, Harry Davie, Josephine & 

Patrick Walker, Chrisie Mackie. Agnes Robertson, Mary Glancy, Peter Meldrum & Canon 

Hugh Sreenan 

or those sick at home or in hospital:   Eddie Cleary, Sylvia Delnavo, Orryn Glancy, Maureen 

Nolan & Bernie Gemson  

Hospital chaplaincy and visitation  
If you or a loved one is in hospital and wish to receive the Sacraments, please make contact with 

the Duty Hospital Chaplain on 07821 624124. Other priests have been refused entry to 

wards at this time. The chaplain can be contacted by pager through the hospital switchboard on 

01382 660111.   

FINANCE UPDATE 
Thank you for donations received this past week through our bank and the door. 

We received £1442.50 during the past few weeks, of which £1051 was Gift Aid 

 

We are grateful for those who have supported us by Gift Aid and those who have put their 

collection envelops and donations through the door or made donations through our Bank. 

 

If you can make an offering our details are; 

 

Royal Bank of Scotland  -  Dundee Kingsway Circus Branch, 277 Strathmartine Road, DD3 8NS 

Trustees of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Dunkeld  No 3 Charity—St Peter and Paul Mission 

SORT CODE  -   83 –18-12 

ACCOOUNT  -  00106267 

Thank you all for your continued support 

For those in Gift Aid, our new envelopes are at the back of the Church 

DOUBTING THOMAS 
Everyone but me, it seems-- where was I that I should miss this grace? My grief perhaps more that I could not be 
consoled by the others driving me to the streets to the temple to the tavern hoping for some sign.  
What did you say? What did you promise? How could you heal so many and yet let this be? I begin to understand Judas 
now because you betrayed our hopes. Maybe he understood more than the rest of us how wrong we were.  
I couldn't stand with John and the Marys to watch the symbol of my hope destroyed, but in my own dark corner of 
despair I heard your words within me, "My God, MY GOD, why have you forsaken me?"  
Abandoned even more now that the others have seen you How can I believe? How can I trust words again when I so 
misunderstood your own? "Peace," they say. "He is alive." And then they scorn me for wanting proof, yet did they 
believe until they saw? Why is more asked of me? After all that has passed I need to see--no, I need to touch I need to 
hear your voice again speaking to me---to ME.  
Doubting Thomas they call me, but haven't we all gotten so much wrong before? Fighting to be first, cowering in storms, 

still counting the loaves and fishes in our minds, wondering how so few could feed all those thousands, and running away 

in disbelief from the cross that hangs over me still. I've made too many mistakes already and if it's true, the only thing that 

I can trust is that you will forgive. 



 

 

Unlocking our doors 
Most houses are well alarmed nowadays; the computerised alarm has become as 

basic an item as table and chairs. We also need to have good strong locks; long 

gone, at least in the cities and towns, are the days when you could just leave the 

key in the door, and let neighbours ramble in casually for a chat and a cup of tea. 

We are more fearful about our security than we used to be, and this fear and 

anxiety has led us to take more precautions to protect ourselves. Fear of what 

others can do to us tends to close us in on ourselves, not just in the physical sense 

of getting stronger door-locks, but also in other senses. We tend to be somewhat 

withdrawn around people whom we perceive to be critical. We are slow to open up 

to someone we think will judge us. We hesitate to share ideas and plans we might 

have with those who are known not to suffer fools gladly. Fear of others can 

often hold us back and stunt our growth. 

In the gospel we find the disciples locking themselves into a room because they 

were afraid of the Jewish authorities. Even after an excited Mary Magdalene 

came to them from the empty tomb announcing that she had seen the Lord, this 

was not enough to overcome their fear. What had been done to Jesus could be 

done to them. .. which led to their hiding in self-imposed confinement. The turning 

point came when the risen Lord himself appeared to them behind their closed 

doors and helped them over their fear. He did this by breathing the Holy Spirit into them, filling them new 

energy and hope, freeing them from fear and releasing them to share in his mission. “As the Father sent me, so 

am I sending you,” he said. In the power of the Spirit they came to life and went out from their self-imposed 

prison, to bear witness to the risen Lord. This is the picture of the disciples that Luke gives us in today’s reading 

from Acts. He describes a community of believers, the church, witnessing to the resurrection both in word and 

by the quality of their living. 

We can all find ourselves in the situation of those first disciples, locked in their hiding place. Any combination of 

the “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune” can water down our commitment to following the Lord. Like the 

disciples in today’s gospel, we can be tempted to give up on our faith journey. The will to self-preservation can 

prevent us from doing what we are capable of doing with the Lord’s help. The wounds we carry from earlier, 

failed initiatives make us hesitate to try again. Even when someone seems full of enthusiasm and hope like a Mary 

Magdalene, we shrug it off. We let them get on with it, while we hold back and stay safe. The gospel today 

suggests a way out of our self-imposed confinement. If Magdalene makes no impact on us, the Lord will find 

another way to enter our lives and to fill us with new life and energy for his service. No locked doors, nor even 

locked hearts, can keep him out. He finds a way to enter the space where we have chosen to retreat and he 

empowers us to resist what is holding us back. He does require some openness on our part; at the least some 

desire on our part to become what he is calling us to be. The risen Lord never ceases to recreate us and to renew 

us in his love. Easter is the season to celebrate the good news. 

Just as the disciples were unmoved by the hopeful enthusiasm of Mary Magdalene who had seen the Lord, so 

Thomas was unmoved by the witness of the disciples who told him they too had seen the Lord. Thomas, it seems, 

was an even harder nut to crack than the other disciples. He is one of those people who insist on certain 

conditions being met before he makes a move, “Unless I see, I can’t believe.” As he had done with the other 

disciples, the Lord takes Thomas on his own terms. He accommodates himself to Thomas’ conditions and says, 

“Put your finger here.” The gospel today implies that the Lord meets us wherever we are. He takes us seriously in 

all our fears and doubts. The Lord is prepared to stand with us on our own ground, whatever that ground is, and 

from there he will speak to us a word suited to our personal state of mind and heart. We don’t have to get 

ourselves to some particular place in order for the Lord to engage with us. He takes himself to where we are, 

wherever it is a place of fear or of doubt. We might pray this Easter season for the openness to receive the 

Lord’s coming into the concrete circumstances of our own lives, so that we too might say with Thomas, “My Lord 

and my God.” We might also pray that, like the Lord, we would receive others where they are, rather than where 

we would like them to be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scottish Parliament Election 2021 - Putting Human Life and   

Dignity at the Centre  

   

A letter from the Catholic Bishops of Scotland 

 

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 

 

This election presents us with an opportunity to play our part in putting human life and the inviolable dignity of the human person at the 

centre of Scotland’s political discourse. 

 

We often see politics through a party prism, which can create a divisive, and occasionally fractious, political environment. Whilst party 

politics can be an important consideration, particularly in the Scottish Parliament list system, it is individuals who will make up the 

parliament and form a government; and some of the most important issues, including abortion and assisted suicide, are commonly decided by 

a conscience, or free, vote. Therefore, it is critical to ascertain candidates’ personal values and opinions and not concentrate solely on party 

policies.   

 

As Catholics we have a duty: to share the Gospel and to help form the public conscience on key moral issues. It is a duty of both faith and 

citizenship.  This election is an opportunity to be the effective witness our Baptism calls us to be.   

The new parliament and government will be tasked with leading the recovery from the damage wrought by the current health crisis and to 

tackle the significant impact it has had on many aspects of life including health care, mental health and wellbeing, religious freedom, and 

care for the poor. It must also build on the positives arising from the Pandemic, including caring for the most vulnerable, and a renewed 

sense of respect for human life, human dignity, and the value of community. 

These are some of the issues you may want to consider in the forthcoming election:  
Beginning and end of life 
It is the duty of parliamentarians to uphold the most basic and fundamental human right to life. Elected representatives ought to recognise 
the existence of human life from the moment of conception and be committed to the protection of human life at every stage. Caring for 
the unborn and their mothers is a fundamental measure of a caring and compassionate society; a society which puts human dignity at the 
centre.  
We ought to be mindful of a further attempt to legalise assisted suicide in Scotland, likely to happen in this parliament. Legalising assisted 
suicide or euthanasia suggests that some lives are not worth living, contrary to the Christian belief that every life has equal dignity and 
value. It is incumbent upon our parliamentarians to show compassion for the sick and dying. This is not achieved by assisted suicide or 
euthanasia but by ensuring support is provided through caring and attentive politics, including investment in palliative care.  
Family and Work 
Society relies on the building block of the family to exist and flourish. The love of man and woman in marriage and openness to new life is 
the basic, fundamental cell upon which every society is built. The wellbeing of Scotland and its future depends on the flourishing of family 
life and government should respond to this reality with policies creating economic and fiscal advantages for families with children.  
The pandemic has placed immeasurable pressure on businesses and many people have lost their livelihood. The state has a duty to sustain 

business activities by creating conditions which will ensure job opportunities, especially in times of crisis. This must be accompanied by a 

just wage to provide a dignified livelihood for the worker and their family.  

Poverty, Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery 
Sadly, poverty remains a scourge for too many people. The marginalised, the homeless, and the lonely and isolated have been cast further 
adrift because of the pandemic. And poverty now affects 24% of children in Scotland. We need elected representatives who respect a 
preferential option for the poor, who are willing to prioritise their need and respect their human dignity.  
Our government must also work with the international community to adopt an even more effective strategy against human trafficking and 
modern slavery, so that in every part of the world, men and women may no longer be used as a means to an end, and that their inviolable 
dignity will always be respected. 
Environment 
The next group of MSPs will be tasked with protecting our neighbours at home and abroad from the poverty and climate crises which 

continue to rage on. In November Glasgow will play host to the COP26 international climate change summit. We should listen to Pope 

Francis’ call to ‘hear the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor’ by lifting up the voices of the global south and coming together to rebuild 

our Common Home in a way that leaves no-one behind. Scotland can also demonstrate global leadership by strengthening its commitment to 

becoming a carbon neutral country.    

Free speech, free expression, and freedom of thought, conscience and religion 
If Scotland is to be a tolerant, open, diverse country then we must be free to discuss and debate ideas, even those which are deemed by 
some to be controversial. Whilst being mindful of the need to protect citizens from hate, government must not overstep into the realm of 
unjust restrictions on free speech, free expression and freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This must include, among others, the 
freedom to express belief in the biological reality of sex and gender.  
Catholic schools 
The right of parents to choose a school for their children which corresponds to their own convictions is fundamental. Public authorities 
have a duty to guarantee this parental right and to ensure the concrete conditions for its exercise. Thus, parliamentarians ought to 
continue to support an open and diverse state education system which includes Catholic schools. 
We pray that this election will put human life and the dignity of the human person at the centre, and that candidates will ensure debate is 

respectful and courteous. 

We urge you to visit the website rcpolitics.org and to use the resources there to help you in your consideration of election issues and to use 

the tools available to question candidates.   

 

+ Hugh Gilbert, President, Bishop of Aberdeen 

+ John Keenan, Vice President, Bishop of Paisley 

+ Brian McGee, Episcopal Secretary, Bishop of Argyll and the Isles 

+ Leo Cushley, Archbishop of St Andrews and Edinburgh 

+ Joseph Toal, Bishop of Motherwell 

+ Stephen Robson, Bishop of Dunkeld 

+ William Nolan, Bishop of Galloway 

Monsignor Hugh Bradley, Archdiocesan Administrator, Archdiocese of Glasgow  


